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eDOC Announces the Next Generation of
Branch Check Image Capture
MIDWAY, UT and GRAND RAPIDS, MI – January 6, 2009
eDOC Innovations (EDI), the nation’s leading CUSO for e-document strategies, announces its next generation
of strategic solutions for Check21 image management: CheckLogic for branch check image capture.
CheckLogic is an automated Check21 solution for branch check image capturing and electronic forwarding.
Because CheckLogic technology can be adapted to work with any check clearing house, it can aid any credit
union in Check21 image processing and complement or complete any electronic document management
strategy.
“I am very pleased to be able to provide our peers and owners a comprehensive e-Document Strategy that
includes their check image capture and forwarding. So many credit unions are being challenged by systems
that create ‘Technology Islands’, which really fractures their e-Document Strategy.” says Bret Weekes,
President and CEO of eDOC Innovations. “CheckLogic allows the credit union to use state-of-the-art, credit
union owned solutions, while maintaining their existing account relationship. That is important to any credit
union. It also allows the credit union to be more nimble and competitive with clearing costs, since they can now
have more clearinghouse relationships.”
Integrated into an overall e-Document strategy, CheckLogic allows a credit union to maintain its existing account
relationships while providing a state-of-the-art capture solution. The CheckLogic product addresses the federal
Check 21 initiative as part of an overall e-document strategy. CheckLogic provides help to credit unions to
realize operational savings and process convenience through automation and strategic value in the form of
reduced fraud loss and increased institutional strength through the ease of being able to interact with other
institutions.
About eDOC Innovations, Inc.
Since 1992, eDOC Innovations, Inc. has delivered complete optical archiving and electronic document
management solutions to credit unions, banks, mortgage and title companies, educational institutions,
governmental entities, accounting firms, and other organizations across the country and internationally. The
company’s offerings span integration, extensive networking solutions, and disaster recovery solutions. With
industry acclaimed DocLogic™ and idocVAULT™, eDOC Innovations is a national leader in providing paperless
solutions to more than 400 credit unions. For more information about “Technology that pays for itself… again
and again”™, please visit eDOC Innovations’ corporate website at www.edoclogic.com.
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